
Mountain Gate is blessed with many beautiful maple street trees.

These are now 20 years old.
Many have never been maintained.
Some have been badly damaged 

Original placements near streetlights were poorly chosen.
Original placements close to sidewalks were poorly chosen.

It is each homeowner's responsibility to maintain these trees.
These photos should help provide proper guidance



The top of a tree is called its crown
Crowns this dense need pruning

This crown is open to light and air on its
interior and has less mass, yet maintains
the overall size and shape of the crown



Dense crowns, especially when leafed,
create more weight for the tree to hold
up and require greater strength to
resist winds.

The result can be wind damage
causing whole sides of trees to break
and peel off



Worse than no maintenance, perhaps, is bad maintenance.

The practice known as "topping" or "limbing" irrevocably damages the tree, both aesthetically and
physically.



Within one growing season, a topped tree pushes out spindly shoots in an attempt to produce
enough foliage to feed itself



One season after being topped,
summer

Two seasons after being
topped, winter



Here's what the Tree Care Industry Association says about Topping

http://www.treecaretips.org/Pruning/PR_Stop%20Topping%20Trees.pdf



And there's this from the National Arborist Association

http://www.treecareindustry.org/PDFs/Press%20Release%20Archive/PR_Topping%20and%2
0Lion%27s%20Tailing%20is%20Forbidden.pdf



There is a National Standard covering the proper ways to prune trees
It is Part 1 of ANSI A300



Although not so visually objectionable as Topping, Lion's Tailing can also damage trees

Lion's Tailed tree image taken from the
internet

Lion's Tailed tree shortly after having
been trimmed



PLEASE
Maintain the health of your trees, the value of your property, and the

beauty of our neighborhood by:

Using ONLY tree specialist companies with an Arborist on staff

Requiring a Proposal and Contract based on ANSI A300 standards

Refusing to let your trees be Topped

Refusing to let your trees be Lion's Tailed


















